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THE SAKHAROV ESSAY: AMERICAN RESPONSE
AND POSSIBLE F.A.S. SUPPORT

Practical dificult&?s (notably the time and exPense of
typesetting some 20,000 wovals--which would SUMIII be an
all-time record for the NE WSLETTBR) preolude printing
here the text of the highla-publicized Sakharov essay a?zd
the rdatioely negative response (?) of Cheprakov. Neverthe-
1.ss, these papers am of obvious interest to F.A.S. members.
Two members of the F.A.S. Bmokhaven Chapter, 0.S. Read-
ing and Haq Palevskv, have kindly co%tvib%ted briefiu
their own views on the situation, with the suggestion that the
matter should be brought up at the ?@zt COZUWJmeeting
in Februav and that letters o?’ othev comments from F.A.S.
.me?nba% could be helpful in the meantime.

The short Reading-Pczlausky pczpev which follows mxct
directs readem to complete translations of the Sakharov and
Cheprakov papers. But so that F.A .S. members who have
not seen the texts may be generally infovmed on at least the
main points of the Sakharov paper, the New York Times
news 8torg (of JUIU %?nd) by Theodore Shabad on the

~ Sakhavom paper also follow% in this NEWSLETTER issue.
— H.L.P.

******

TWO ALTERNATE RUSSIAN VIEWS OF THE FUTURE
AND A (PROPOSED) FAS SUPPLEMENT

By READING & PALEVSKY,
(Bvookhaven)

The attention of all scientists and politically concerned
peoples of the world is recommended to the remarkable essay
of Academician A. D. Sakharov of the USSR entitled
“Thoughts cm Progress, Peaceful Coexistence and Intellectual
Freedom.” Also recommended is an essay by Dr. V. A.
Cheprakov, “Problems of the Last Third of the Century??
Both essays were published in full in English translation in
the New York Times of July 22 and August 18, 1986 and are
available in photo d“plim.ticm pamphlet from the New Ymk
Times Microfilm Service, 1457 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
10036. A book containing the Sakharov essay in full with
notes and a kmdatory af terwcmd by Harrison D. Sa,lisbury
was ptiblished in October 1968 by W. W. Norton, N.Y. $3.95.

Academician Sakharov presents very cogently the dangers
of nuclear proliferation, an anti-missile arms race, the popu-
lation explosion, environmental pollution, and the waste of
natuxal resources. He then recommends removal of censor.
ship, the fullest exchange and verificz.tkm of information and
the freedom of each nation to SOITWits own problems with.
o“t political interference or military assistance. He outlines
four stages of converging technology promoted by the adop-

(Continued on page 2)
******

F.A.S. LOS ANGELES CHAPTER PREPAHES REPORT
~ AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON AIR pCILL~T~ON IN

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
On inside pages will be found the study by the Los Angele8

Chapter. As usual, the NEWSLETTER is pleased to pm’nt
substantive mmttibuticrm--which indicate activitg—fmm
FAS chapters and branches. —H.L.P.

NEWS ITEMS
L& M@itner, who first calculated the ene?gy of the muolww

fission reaction, died in Cambridge, Etigland on October
Wth, at the ago of 89.

For thirty years she was tbe scientific collaborator of Otto
Hahn, wbo discovered nnclear fission experimentally, and
who died last July 28th (see the September NEWSLETTER).
Hahn reported his discovery of fission with careful qualifi.
cations because of ooncern that he might have misinterpreted
his apparently astounding results. It remained for Lise Meit-
ner, working with her nephew, Otto Frisch, to calculate the
energy release associated with the fission of a uranium
nucleus.

In the January 16, 1939 issue of Nutwre, Meitner and
Frisch included this historic passage: “It seems therefore
possible that the uranium nucleus has only small stability of
form, and may, after neutron capture, divide itself into two
nuclei of roughly equal size. These two nuclei will repel each
other (because they both carry large positive charges) and
should gain a total kinetic energy of about 200 million elec-
tron volts.” Within a few’ months thereafter Hahn’s fission
experiments and the Meitner-Friseh energy calculations had
been aonfirmed in many laboratories, and the atomic a,ge—
at least in its early and experimental phas-had begun,
(New York Times; 28 October 1968)

* * *- * *

Former Def emse ,%cvetrmyj Mctiamara believes a Sovist-
Amwicmz freeze of offensive and defonsim ntwlmm missiles
oodd be safely twrifl~d by wruibztemd mztional irztelligeme-
gatharing means without vequiting cm-site inspection. Satel.
lite reconnaissance, in his view, would be the principal but not
the only source of information. International inspection, in-
cluding on-site verification, would be needed ml y in a hite~
stage. The former Def enm Secretary% views on the hope-
fully impending strategic arms limitations talks were mn-
bained in his new book, “The Essence of Security,” and in
interviews.

In his viewpoint McNrunara. differs with the Joint Chiefs of
Staff who insist that on-site inspection is essential to effective
missile limitations. The Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency (&CDA ), and a, mbsta,ntial nwnber of military and
civilian experts argue that initial but nevertheless very sig-
nificant strategic arms limitations agreements could be veri-
fied entirely by “nilatem.1 means. The differing points @f
view on how much inspection is necessary may affect the
course of U.S.-Soviet discussions on limiting the strategic

(Continued on page 8)

FAS COUNCIL MEETING

The FAS Council will meet in”New York City in mm
junction with the APS meetings the first week in Febru.
WY 1969. Exact date, time, and place will be annomm?d
in the next NEWSLETTER. All Council members and
chapter representatives are urged to attend. Members
who are n~ on the Council a~e welaome to attend as
abaerveiw.
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Russian Views of Future and FAS Supplement

(Continued from page 1)
tion of these recommendations and culminating in a massive
and effective cooperation in assistance to less developed
countries at the turn of the century.

Dr. Cheprakov, an economist of the Marxist-Leninist
School, forecasts that instead of the increasing improvement
and convergence described by Academician Sakharov, “It can
be assumed that by 1980 about 700 gigantic monopolies will
control shout 60 percent of the industrial output of all de-
veloped capitalistic countries and about 30 percent will be
in the hands of wtate monopolies.” Further, the greed of the
leaders of these organizations will result in world wide
aggressive exploitation, reaction and violence. He charges
that Bourgeois ideologies “regard such developments as the
outcome of incognizable blind forces that support national
and group egotisms going as far as a zoological chauvin-
ism.” ~us, instead of the increasing peaceful convergence,
diminishing censorship, mutually advantageous cooperation
and enltural exchanges recommended by Sakharov, Cheprakov
agtjcip.ates...g:ow~ng antagonisms... and .v101!?5? in. and with
capitalistic countries. His essay probably voices the feam
of many Russians, since it was published in Izvestia.

Most scientists in the United States will heartily endorse
the cogent possibilities presented by Academician Sakharov.
Especially important is wide discussion and dissemination
of his recommendations. Also important is the alleviation of
the fears expressed by Dr. Cheprakov by calling abtentio” to
certain realities of the world situation he apparently did not
take into account. The following data from American sources
supplement and reinforce the recommendations of Aacdemi-
cian Sakharov and indicate how the recmnmendations may
avoid the aggressive sts’ug.gles Dr. Cheprakov fears:

1. The governments of all the powerful nations of the world
have, as their most important goal, the improvement of the
lives of their waoule: that is. their effective COODeratiOIIin
production, in “sh~ria and in education toward” continued
~PrOvement.

2. All powerfd govermnents are partially s.mcewful i“
these essentials or they wcmld not be powerfd or long re-
main so.

8, Their differences may be regarded as different experi-
ments in the best ways for large grcmps of men to live to-
gether. The experiments in the different ways are being
made at the expense of those who prefer each difference.

4. With modern exchange of publications and conmmnic~
tions each powerful nation is very carefdly watching and
then wlopting the best component parts of each other’s
(experimental ?) techniques lest the others get too far
ahead and attempt to dominate them to their disadvantage.
To cite some examples:

A). Since Sputnik, the U.S. Government has greatly in-
creased ibs support of higher education to insure that many
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gifted pupils can get such education whether their parents
can pay for it or not.

B). In the USSR. a strO~g differential PaY incenti~e ‘ysiem -,
is operating notwlthskanding the Communist slogan, “TO ;
each according to his need, fnom each according to his
ability.”

C). In the USA the government very carefully mgdates
and insures the deposits of its “free enterprise” banks.

D). In the USSR a demand-cost-effectiveness accounting
system is being adopted for the control of production that is
very similar to the costi-pmfit-production control of American
businesses.

E). Even more marked convergence has occurred in weap-
ons technologies with increasing expense, rlanger and de-
structiveness.

From the foregoing examples it is clear that the con-
vergence of the component Parts of both material and social
technologies will continue. As more effective procedures are
demonstrated by any nation, the others will adapt and adopt
them unless civilization as we know it is ended by a nuclear
debacle. The convergence will continue notwithstanding iron,
bamboo or paper curtains, Present and improving communi-
cations are necessary Sor each nation not to fall behind in
future advances as marked as transistors, lasers and SPnt-
niks, as well as in its education and training methods.

The differences in both social and material technologies of
the different nations are actually different experiments in the
best ways to live. These different experiments are being
made at the expense of those who differ. Other nations can
adopt or avoid the procedures as the results warrant. No
military force is necessary to insure such convergence toward
better and better lives for all the world.

Friendly criticisms and the free exchange of information
are of great value to all nations. To becoma aware of one’s
own oversights or deficiencies is always more dii?icult than -
to point out the deficiencies of others. Such criticisms can be
carefully evaluated to find and correct factual deficienciess. ~
Any unjustified efforts to maintain self-esteem and tbe
validity of previous statements, often components of criticism,
can be separated out from the valid parts by additional
study and research if needd. All good leaders learn the value
of independent criticism and become expert in separating out
its valid parts.

The fears of exploitation by cartels and large corporations
expressed in Dr. Cheprakov’s essay are worthy of such
analysis. Such exploitation has occurred. It is controlled in
the United States by anti-monopoly laws, taxes and price
regulations. All of these measures can be strengthened, and
quotas can be imposed for still further control if and when
the conditions feared by Dr.. Cheprakov warrant. On.. the
other hand, some large corporations are among the most
efficient ways for large groups of men to work together that
now exist. They pay high wages to their voluntary workers
and sell their products at a profit to volmtm-y buyers. They
stimulate, reward and utilize promptly the creativity, and
initiative of their workers. Their procedures also deserve
careful study and adoption where conditions warrant.

Some large corporations do tend to use their size to re-
strict and exploit markets and to continue inflexible, ont-of.
date procedures. &!imilar restrictions to improvements are
apt to exist in all institutions not subject to pressures from
alternatives outside their organizations, especially the insti-
tution of established governments. Free exchanges of tievm
and information such as provided by the two Russian essays
and the foregoing discussion can be greatly beneficial to all
parties concerned in bettering kbeir respective ways of living.

In conclusion, the avoidance of nuclear war is an absolute
must for the leading nations to continue to exist. l%e benefi. _
eient convergence foreseen by Academician Sakharov will
eventually take place if nuclear war is avoided. No military
force is neeckd to insure the eventual convergence. But all
the dangers feared by both Sakharov and Cheprakov can be
much redmed and the beneficial oubcome Sakharov describes
oan be much expedited if his recommend,atiom are followed.
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A RUSSIAN PHYSICIST’S PLAN:
U.S.-SOVIET COLLABORATION

By THEODORE SHABAD
(New York Times, Julg 92)

A bold, wide-ranging plan for cooperation and eventual
rapprochement bebween the United States and the Soviet
Union has been offered by a prominent Russian nuclear
physicist in an essay that has been circulating from hand to
hand without oflicial sanction.

Some aspects of the essay, the text of which has reached
the West, were reported in a dispatch from M.wcow pri~ted
in The New York Times on July 11.

The author, Andmi D. Sak~arov, a 47-year.oId member
of the Academy of Seienms, looks to ultimate “convergence,,
of the two superpowers M the only means wf averting the
dangers confronting mankind.

World Dangers Defined
EIe lists these as the threat of thermonuclear war, over-

population and famine in the poorer half of the world, chem-
ical pollution of man’s environment, police dictatorships of the
Hitler, Stalin and Mao varieties, and encroachment on intellec.
t“al freedom.

“The division of mankind threatens it with destrmkion~ he
warns, ,but he sees a “basis for hope,> in what he terns “the
ncm-inevitable rapprochement,, of the socialist and capitalistic
systems.

The physicist proposes a tentatiw four-stage timetable, to
the year 2000, for political, eoonomic and social transforma-
tions in both the United States and the Soviet Union. This,
be Bays, would :bzing them together on a common gromd of
“democratic socialism” and ena.hle them to deal jointly with
the problems of the underdeveloped part of the world.

Dr. Sakharov points to the Czechosolvaks, current demo.
cratization effort as a, significant experiment in the search
for a middle ground between socialism and capitalism.

“W. should mpport their bold i~itiative, which is so valu-
able for the future of socialism and mankind,” he tells his
Soviet readers. “That support should he political and, in the
early stages, include increased economic aid.>!

Actually the Kremlin has expressed alarm at the liberal
reforms of the Czechoslova.k Communists mder Alexander
Dubcek, the patiy leader, on tbe ground that increased free-
doms of expression constitute a threat to the every existence
of communism in Czechoslovakia.

The Soviet scientist envisages the following fundamental
changes in the Soviet Union and the United States that would,
in his view, bring the two nations closer together,

YIn the Soviet Union, greater intellectual freedom guamn.
teed by law on press and information that would clearly de.
fine what can and what cannot appear in public print. Such a
law was recently adopted by the National Assembly in Czech.
oslovak?a.

IIn the United States, social reforms designed to eliminati
racism and give the m,tion,s 22 million Negroes the same
OPPO~utities enjoyef hy the white majority. Dr. Sakharov
ako envisages an American shift to greater gove~ment and
collective ownership of the means of prrxhction, which Soviet
ideologists consider essential for any rapprochement b etwem
the ho smtems.

The au~hor indicates no role fm Communist China in his
bbmprint for the next few decades. His remarks about that
country are limited to a dermnciation wf Maoism. which he
says has assmned “monstrcms, grotesquely tragicomic fo~g~
carrying to the point of absurdity many of the traits of Sta-
Iinism and Hitlerism.>,

As a nuclear scientist, Dr. Sakharov displays a concern
about world issues and ‘broad philosophical problems that
seems to be shared by his colleagues—in both East and West
—in their awareness of the possible consequences of the use
of the destructive weapons they helped” to devise.

The manuscript, titled “Thoughts About Progress, Peaceful
Coexistence and Intellectual Freedom:, appears to have been
cirmlating for some time in preliminary versions among the

author’s friends and associates in what he describes the
“milieu of the scientific and technological intelligentsia” of
in circulation in the Soviet Union.

He notes that the final revision, completed last month, in-
corporates reader comments based on previous drafts, and
thm suggests that at least some of his audience shares, his
outlook, if not all his specific positions. He also appears to
assume among his readers close familiarity with public affairs
as well as Western publications, which are normally restricted
in circulation in the Soviet Union

For example, in maintaining that there is no effective de-
fense against a massed attack by strategic missiles armed
with hydrogen-bomb warheads, he refers Soviet readers casu-
ally to the March, 1968, issue of Scientific American.

In that issue, two Cornell University physicists, Hans A.
Bethe, who won the Nobel Prize last year, and Richard L.
Garwin, contend that offensive tactics and penetration aids
nullify the effectiveness of antimissile systems.

Dr. Sakharov and others who share in his views may have
been imtrmmental in pemw.ding the Soviet leadership to
discuss limitations of offensive and defensive missile systems
with the United States. Agreement to hold smch talks was
announced July 1 by President Johnson.

Dr. Sakharov makes a plea for a new’ cooperative approach
to international affairs to ead tbe present methcd of diplo-
macy, which he defines as being aimed at “maximmn improve-
ment of one’s own position and maximum unpleasantness to
opposing forces.”

Noting that this method led to the war in Vietnam and
the chisis in the Middle East, he accuses the United States
cd “sacrificing an entire people to the pmcla.imed goal of
stopping the ‘Communist tide, ‘, and accuses the Soviet Union
of “irresponsible encouragement>, of the Arabs against Israel.

On the threat of overpopulation and famine in developing
countries, the author says it is futile to seek to introduce birth
control under present circumstances. He proposes a 15.yea.r
tax on developed countries equal to 20 percent of national
incomes to help the poor countries raise their standards of
living.

Economic improvement and industrialization, he contends,
would automatically tend to reduce the birth rate, judging
from the experience in the advanced countries. Ife terms
sterilization a barbaric method of birth control.

Soviet-American cooperation is essential, Dr. Sakharov says,
to cope with the growing discharge of harmful chemicals
into the earth% atmosphere, water and soils. Otherwise, he
adds, “the Soyiet Union will ,pois.on the United States with
its wastes and vice versa.>>

The physicist praises Nikita S. Khrushchev f or his exposure
of Stalinist terrorism in his so.called secret speech to the
Soviet Communist partFs 20th mngiess in 1956, b“t adds
that the exposure still has a long way to go. He calls for the
publication of all relewant archival material on the Stalin era.

Without stating the source of his figures, he says that “at
least 10 to 15 million peo~le perished from torture and exe-
cution by Stalin% secret police and from harsh conditions in
mison wmms..

“In Igz6.3g ~lone,~>he writes, “more than 1.2 million PartY
members, half of the total membership, were arrested, Only
50,000 regained freedom; the othem were tortured during
inbermgztion or were shot (600,000) or died in camps.’>

Dr. Sakharov, who has signed petitions on behalf of dissi-
dent Soviet writers who were tried and imprisoned in the
last two years, calls thetrials a disgrace.

As the first of four overlapping stages of his blwaprint
for the future, he sets the period 196s-s0 for a democratic
evolution of the socialist system, in the Soviet Union, with
the qualification that the dates represent “the most optimistic
wu-oiling of events ,’$

In the second stage, the United States is envisaged as
carrying out its social reforms and restructuring of owner-
ship from 1972 to 19S5,

The two nations would then team up in the third stage
(1972-90) by imposing the 20 percent tax on national incomes

(Continued on page 4)
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AIR POLLUTION IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Repori and Recommendations by Los Angeles Chapter

Federation of American Scientists (15 July 1966)
AESTRACT

The present levels and dangers of smog in Southern CaIi-
fomia am summarized. Feasible emimion standards are
proposed that will limit hydrocarbon, carbon monoxide and
nitrous oxide emission for new cars sold after 1972. The
smog problem caused by cars already on the road at that
time is discussed and preliminary procedures are proposed
to relieve this dil%cult aspect of the problem. Engines which
offer possible alternatives to the gasoline internal combus-
tion engine are discussed and recommendations are made for
exploring and developing alternative modes of transportation.
Finally, various forms of actions by which citizens maY
insist on clean air are summarized.

TEXT
The P~oblwn:

It is now generally understomi that the greatest portion of
the critical smog problem in Los Angeles is due to automobile
exhaust. To illustrate, “the total “Lontrlbution of the motor
vehicle to three of the major air pollutants is:

Motor vehicle contribution to smog:
Hydrocarbons ........ ...... ........... 69%
Cm-bon monoxide ..– . . 97%
Oxides of nitrogen . . . . 63%

The early research of Haagen-Smit showed that it is prin-
ci~ally the chemical reaction of hydrocarbons wi$b oxides of
n~rogen in tbe presence of sunlight which created the eye-
irritating component of smog. But it is also clear that carbon
monoxide is a poisonous gas which impairs the oxygen carrY-
ing capacity of the blood and in concentrations frequently
encountered near freeways can cause physical impaimnent,
mental confusion and perhaps long-term disability. Oxides
of nitrogen are an even more toxic gas and are dangerous to
health in different and as yet not completely tested ways.

Of course, there are additional harmful components of smog
besides the three pollutants mentioned above. For example,
lead added to gasoline to improve combustion is also spewed
out as a waste product. Research by C. C. Patterson has
shown that urban dwellers today carry lead burdens in their
bodies many times greater than before the invention of tbe
internal combustion engine. In tra.i%econgested areas the lead
acquired by the body may approach the level of chronic lead
poisoning. Recently it has been pointed out that nothing is
known about the effect of deep inhalation into the lungs of
very fine colloidally suspended rubber particles which are
worn off vehicle tires and pass into the city air.

hi brief; it is claar tliat ‘the millions of dollars of damage
done every year by these pollutants, the serious damage to
health, and chronic impairment of living quality will continue
to worsen catastrophically in the coming years if steps are
not taken now to solve the problem. Even at the present level
of smog pollution it is absolutely imperative that the problem
be immediately alleviated.

Consi~erable control of industrial sources of contamination
has been effected by the vigorous efforts of the Los Angeles
Air Pollution Control District. The Los Angeles basin would
be uninhabitable today without these efforts. Eventually even
more control of indmtrial sources will be necessary in order
to return our air to 1940 levels of purity. Before that stage,
however, we face the a,bsolnte and immediate necessity of
drastically redneing the pollution contribution by motor .m-
hicles, a pereentam which is roughly quoted at an over-all

A Russian Physicist’s Plan
(Continued from page 3)

and coming to the assistance of the poorer half of the world.
Dr. Sakharov envisages the fourth stage as a period of in-

creasing convergence between the two countries, the promo-
tion of intellectual freedom, science and economic progress,
and ultimately a world government, to be achieved by the
year 2000.

90% responsibility for our present smog.
The Los Angeles Chapter of the Federation of American

Scientists wishes to point out that there are two necessary ~.
kinds of solutions which must be undertaken immediately. ;
One is the immediate, practical application of our present
knowledge to significantly reduce the present smog content
of our air. The second is increased research to discover and
develop new technical solutions to energy production, Propul-
sion systems and waste disposal problems. Om Federation
wishes to emphasize as strongly as possible that both activi-
ties must be undertaken at once, for unless the research and
long-range planning are availxble to solve the principles of
tbe problem, the short-run, emergency measures cannot give
us more than a few years of breathing space.
Sohlt’ions :
1. Immediate Steps with Present Technology.

A. Emission fwnt new cam. The average car on the road
today emits the following percentages of pollutants:

Average car in 1967:
Hydrocarbons 900 parts per million
Carbon monoxide .......- .....3.5%
Oxides of nitrogen ..........1500 parts per million

California has required by an act of the legislature that no
new car sold in the state after 1970 shalI exceed the foHow-
ing emission standards:

New car standards: 1970
Hydrocarbons .......... .............................. . 1S0 ppm
Carbon monoxide .................- .................1.0%
Oxides of nitrogen . . . 35o ppm

These standards were subsequently proposed by tbe Fed-
eral Government to be established as nationwide standards
for new car production. In areas whkh have on tbe average
a smaller density of automobiles than Southern California,
these standards are appropriate since they bring the con-
tribution from automobiles rapidly below the contribution ,.-w.
from other sources. In Southern California with these stand-
ards, however, even after a period of the order of ten years,
automobiles would still be the major smog contributors and
smog would still be roughly four times the pre-war level.
Therefore, California must set its own, more stringent stand-
ards.

The general opinion of the automobile industry is that
modification and evolution of the internal combustion engine
over a period of the order of ten years could bring the emis-
sion of hydrocarbons down to the order of 50 ppm. It is the
position of the Los Angeles Chapter of the Federation of
American Scientists that a substantial increase in funds and
effort for this phase of research and development by the a“tJ-
mobile industry could hasten the advent of more perfect
combustion of these engfnes. In any case, our- organization
can point to the tested feasibility of manifold reactors
(1) and afterburners (2) which can at this present moment
reduce hydrocarbon emission well below 50 Qpm. We state
that, however achievti, the foIlowing standards are both
necessary and feasible for all new cars after the year 1972
and should be required for all new cars registered in Cali-
fornia subsequent to that year:

FAs 1972 Standards:
Hydrocarbons . 1,0 gm /mi (50 ppm)
Carbon monoxide 15 gmlmi (0.S’%
Oxides of nitrogen ................. .............. 1.5 gndmi

One comment should be made on the present method by
which automobile manufacturers comply with lowered hydro-
carbons and carbon monoxide emissions standards. They ad.
just the timing and lean out the mixture which reduces the
first two poll”tantdut mmes a drastic increase in oxides
of nitrogen emission. As a result, the oxides of nitrogen con-
tent of Los Angeles is increasing more rapidly than any other fi.
constituent and is one of the most threatening problems of
the smog dilemma today. The manifold reactor and after-
burner devices, however, can be easily incorporated with
recycling devices which significantly reduce tbe emission of
oxides of nitrogen.

(continued on page 5)
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Air Polution in %ufhern California
(Continued from page 4)

In any case, by setting the standards at the levels which
are required for the air purity we need, private industry is
offered the possibility of developing any effective, economi-
cally competitive system which will achieve this purity. Once
we know those standards can he met, and we now do know
this, we care only from an economic and esthetic standpoint
whether they are met by modifying the internal combustion
engine, fitting them with a.fterhurners or devices, or turning
to steam, electric or hybrid engines.

B. SWWU cars twrsus big cars. It has often been argued
that some incentive should be given for the preferential use
of small ears, which, consuming less gas, contribute less to
smog. The counter argument is that large engines are more
efficient and emit a smaller percentage of pollutants. It is
also argued that consumers, in practice, wonld not permit the
outlawing of cars with a large car weight to passenger
weight r~tio. BY setting the exhaust emission standards in
terms of grams per vehicle mile, as in the recommended FM
1972 standards, however, this entire problem is bypassed.
Each vehicle is limited in terms of its actual contribution to
smog and tbe manufacturer bas the flexibility of adjusting
his efficiency and total exhaust volume as he pleases. We
propose that vehicles carrying more than six passengers,
including trucks and busses, have their emission standards
scaled in ratio to their weight of the average passenger ve-
hicle. In actuality, all state and federal standards are now
being expressed in terms of grams per vehicle mile so that
this issae is now essentially settled.

C. Used oars. There are over four million cars in the Los
Angeles area today. The rate at which these cars would
be repb.ced by the new, low pollution cars would be
too slow to have an appreciable effect on our smog prob-
lem for many years. In fact, after more than ten years the
effects of the old, heavy smog emibbing cam would stilI be
felt. At the same time there are several obstacles to equip-
ping old cars, many of small real value, with devices which
may have adaptation difficulties on cars not factory fitted.
Our solution to this problem is to point out that the average
car in 1967 emitted 900 ppm of hydrocarbons. Therefore,
roughly half of these cars must be emitting over 900 ppm.
These cars represent very stck cars. Tune-ups, timing ad-
justments, and engine reconditioning would return these cars
to emissions less than 900 ppm. This would rapidly (in a
few years ) achieve a smog reduction by about a factor of
two. BY that time the new low emitters would begin to re-
place the old cars in appreciable numbers. Therefore the
FAS proposes it be legislated that no used car wnittino

g’rester than an czpp’ropm’atestandard, but d%no OU.Wg.rea.tw
than 900 ppm, may be resold by dealers after 19% and ?tone
w3sold at all aftem 197$.

The FAS further recommends the study and adoption of
szfety inspection plans such as are in operation in the State
of New Jersey, Connecticut and other states. In a twice-a-
year inspection of lights, brakes, steering, etc., smog emission
could als~ be tested. In this case all used cars could be made
to comply with minimum pollution emission standards. The
patential saving of lives of such a safety inspection system
is, in itself, a strong incentive for such a plan for California.
IL Continuing Measures to Control Air PWntion.

A. Research dnto morphology of propulsion. If the interd
combustion engine is going to continue to be a feasible
power source for an unban society, the completeness of its
combustion must be improved or disposal of its waste prod-
ucts krovided for. With the investment automobile manufac-
turers have in the internal combustion engine, and the tinan-
cial resources which they have at their mmmmnd, we are
sure this phase of investigation will be taken care of if
they are required to meet standards. This includes the de-
velopment of direct flame afterburners, catalytic afterburners,
manifold rea,cf,ors and oxides of nitrogen i-ecycling, if neces-
sary to comply with the firm standards which must be en-
forced to achieve clean air.

Alternative forms of propulsion which involve distinctly
different approaches, on the other hand, may not receive at-
tention from large companies. There may even be tbe possi-
bility of obstacles placed in the way of development of new
forms of energy transformations which might, ultimately, be
of great benefit to society. To mention only a few examples,
hydrogen is an abundant element. When it is oxidized in
order to produce energy, it produces water as a waste prod-
uct. Only slightly mcdified cars have actually been operated
on bottled hydrogen but the potentialities of this radically
different fuel ha~e scarcely been noticed. Liquefied natural
gas is also a possibility. In completely different directions,
electrical cars have received some small ammnt of attention
recently. B“t nowhere near adequate funding is available to
invest igate ,the ultimate potential beyond lead acid batteries.
Is there a future for clean, quiet transportation in sodium-
sulfur batteries ? In fuel cells ?

There are two general areas in which funding, authoriza-
tion and encouragement are needed. One is in the basic re-
search which is probably best carried out by universities,
with departments created or supported in the state colleges
and contracts let to private universities. The technological
developments would be best carried out under development
contracts with private industry, with special emphasis on
aerospace and defense analysis firms which, even under war
oriented production, are usually desirous of contracts and
projects. Of oourse, a strong Air Resou7’ce8 Board must be
adequately funded to cawp out testing, evaluation and de-
Velop-me?ztat research on all s’gstems and 8oluti0ns proposed.

B. Rapid transit.Cities increase in the density of their
population because they supply benefits and services to their
inhabitants. As in bacterial colonies, however, they are limit-
ed by their ability to dispose of their wastes. Past a certain
population density, of course, simple traffic congestion is also
a featme limiting the size. Los Angeles, more from a waste
disposal aspect (pollution), but also from a traffic congestion
problem, long ago passed the point where it should have
planned and built an adequate rapid transit system. At a
certain point it becomes necessary to carry more than one or
two people per private vehicle within the city. At this point
the weight of people moved relative to the weight of vehicle
moved ratio must be improved. We are now faced with
starting late, snending a great deal of money. and obtaining
inadequate public transport. The Los Angeles Chanter of
the Federation of American Scientists notes that the W2RTD
is the only plan propowd at this time. Unfortunately, insuf-
ficient information is avaikoble for the LACFAS to judge
whether this is, in fact, a rudimentary beginning of what
might become an adequate regional transit system.

At the sane time w effective core rapid transit is started,
however, uw recommend v;gomus research and planning to
produce the most technologically advanced transit system
possibl= in terms of feeder line techniques, compder pro-
gramming, flexibility of unit size and integration of travel
space with surrounding city. It may ,be pos.+ble to make up
to some extent for being behind the times in development by
being ahead in techniques and systems.

III. Citizen ActioIL

A. Legislation. The LACFAS urges that citizens insist
their legislators promptly enact adequate standards of auto-
mobile exhamt emissions. At the moment of this writing,
for example, Assembly Bill 357 ba,s passed the California
Assam,bly and is stalled in the Senate. The smog standards
proposed by the bill are mueb less stringent than the ones
proposed here by the FAS and wgently require passage as a
beginning of a solution to the problem, We urge that legis-
lators be required to contimmusly revise and review standards
(with Air Resource Board advisenmmt) and continmlly
strengthen controls and redme pollution emission by all forms
of energy risers, including industrial as well as transport.
tion activities. In order to achieve both legislative and ad-
ministrative remedy we pro~se two broad areas of citizen
action:

(Continued on pwe 6)
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B. Initiative. If the state assembly does not act, or acts
in an inadequate manner, we recommend that the legislation
needed be passed directly :by tbe voters in the form of an
initiative enactment of state law. There is at this time
enough general knowledge of the standards needed so that
they can be set $orth in a comprehensible way. About 500,000
signatures are needed to qualify such a measure for the next
general election. It is prcibabk that enough voters feel the
necessity for pollntion control so that a reasonable set of
standards could be passed if the legislature is reticent on
this subject.

C. Pressure groups. In order to obtain the necessary laws
from the legislature and in order to enlist sufficient pressure
from the citizens at large, the LACFAS recommends the
increased membership in and increased activity of such
groups as the Clean Air Council, Stamp Out Smog (S.O. S.),
GASP, and many other citizen organizations. These orga-
nizations can perform crucial services in keeping the public
informed, keeping pressure on the legislature, and prodding
the wam media into coverage of all pollntion matbers. Stu-
dent mobilization and action could be crucially effeetive.
Probably a great deal more can be done from within univer-
sit y faculties, particularly if college presidents and senior
faculty members back necessary and imaginative solutions
.@n the state go~ermnent leveL

The efficiency which man demands in his future in order to
liberate him for the constructive, satisfying activities cannot
be achieved withoat planning. The planning cannot be
achieved without funding, and funding and authority to plan
cannot be achieved without the insistence of enlightened
citizens.
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arms race which are expeoted to begin sometime in the next
few months. (New Yovk ‘I%nes; 8 September 1968)

* * * * *
Mang questimzs remain to be answered about the effects

of w,wlew- powe~ on the mvironmmt. This general conclusion
emerged from a tm.o-day conference held in Vermont in
September. The conference was.. called by the Conservation
Soeiet y of Southern Vermont, and its immediate stinmlw
was a projected nuclear power plant at Vernon, a mull
community in Southeast Vermont. The sponsors of the wm-
f erence were distunbsd by the refusal of the AEC to have
anything to do with what was believed to be the first attempt
at a public forum on the proliferation of nuclear power. Dele-
gates ranged from a nucleus of acknowledged experts re-
cruibed by the Scientists’ Institute for Public Information, to
a class from nearby Franconia College. (New. York Times;
15 September 196S)

..** *
Man,s developi?zg abil@ to, wmtrol the. sex of h<s offspring

Gotdd ham wide-spread smial, mo?al and pol{tical ejfects.

Professor Amitai Etzioni of Columbia predicted that highly
accurate sex control in man could come about within five
years. In Science Etzioni speculates On ~me possible inns’+ h:
quences of this feat of genetic manipulation.

Among his speculations: There may be a bumper crop of
boys. This could conceivably lead to an end to the two-party
political system (because men vote systematically and sig-
nificantly more Democratic than women). Also, because
women are greater consumers of culture, attend church more
regularly, and normally oversee tbe moral education of
children, a large male surplus could lead to a society with
some of the rougher features of frontier town. Further con-
sequences could arise from the differing sex choices of dif-
ferent social classes. There could be an increased average
age of marriage, a. rise in prostitution and homosexuality,
and an increase in the number of bachelors. Etzioni noted
that “The dangers are not apocalyptic, but are they worth
the gains to be made?” (New Yo?+c Times; 15 September
1968)

* * * * *
Automation can reduce unemployment rather than add to it.

This is one of the conclusions contained in a report issued
by the Joint Economic Committee of Congress. But the re:
port, concerned generally with unemployment problems, noted
that automation would have to be faced effectively and that
this wodd require planning and special training programs.
(New York Z%nes; 16 September 1968)

* * * * *
The potential resources of the ocean mop be ‘very gveat,

but fwn the stundprnnt of cold eCO?tOmi&?theu a’re ?wt @
pavticularlv attrmtiw to invmtom. Technical problems are
expected to rule out profits from the oceans’ minerals and
foods at least for some years ahead. Stocks of some com-
panies have multiplied rapidly in the past year, stimulated by
reports from brokers describing the “enormously rich re-
sources” that supposedly are almost within reach. But most -
professionals in undersea work believe it is unrealistic to
expect exploratory efforts now underway to lead to any ‘‘
sizeable profits in the next ten or fifteen years, for either
equipment suppliers or those who might use the equipment
to get at the seas’ resources. There has apparently been a
widespread tendency to underestimate human and equipment
limitations involved in deep sea exploration. (Watt Street
.70wrm+; 16 September 1968)

* * * *
James E. Webb resigned as head of the National A@To-

nautics amf Space Administration (NASA) with a warning
that the Soviets would retain a cmwmanding lead in space
because of budget cuts in the American space program
Webb, who has headed NASA for nearly eight years, also
said that financial restrictions might prevent tbe ..U.S. from
attaining its announced goal of placing a man on the moon
by 1970. President Johnson named Dr. Thomas Paine, now
NASA’S deputy administrator, to replace Webb as acting
director.

In this fiscal year, the space program and foreign aid
were the two most serious victims of the government’s
economy drive. NASA’s budget falls slightly short of $4
billion, the lowest figure in six years. In Webb’s opinion,
by mid-1969 the Soviets “wiU be operating a program a.bmt
~ice OIIrS.~*He noted that for the last three years be had
been warning Congress that the Soviets were building a
booster bigger than the American Saturn V, which attains
7.5 million pounds of thrust, “and they will be flying it
soon.’> (New York Tim@s; 1’? September 1968),

* * * . .
Chemical defoliation has brmtght ecological change in

Smith Vietnam, but is p?obablg xot causing permcznent
damage. This is the view of Fred H. Tschirley of the U.S.
Department of Agrimdtnre. The long-range etf%ets of de. ~,
foliation in Vietnam have been extensively considered and
have been of concern to many American scientists (see
previous NEWSLETTERS ). Tschirle y was among members
of a committee set up earlier this year to review the de.
foliation program comp=ehemively. His report is only a

(Continued on page 7)
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small part of an overall study, most of which is still classi-
fied. A U.S. spokesman in Saigon said that “There is
sufficient ground sampling to give full meaning to his
(Tschirley’s) report.” But the report was studded with
qualifying phrases and was not claimed to be a complete
and authoritative assessment of defoliation effects. (New
York !l%iws; 21 S~ptember 1968)

* * * *

A model law on the donation of human organ8 for tram-
pkmtattin is being brought to the attention of state Zegi$-
2atures throughout the nation. Three states have already
passed modified versions of the law and many others are
expected to follow suit during the next few years.

The Uniform Anatomical Gift Act was developed by
tbe National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform
State Laws, and approved in August by the American Bar
Association. Only six statics now completely lack laws bear-
ing on organ donations for science and transplantation. But
the current lams are a mixture of old common law, dating
as far back as the seventeenth centnry, and some modem
statutes. They vary from state to state in important par-
ticulars and leave uncertainties and gaps. The need for
uniform laws has been given new impetus by the dozens of
heart transplants performed in recent months, at least some
2,000 kidney transplants to date, and many different types
of lesser tissue transplants. The gist of the model law is
that a person should be able to control disposition of bis
body, but that if he dies with no expressed wishes in this
regard, decisions may be made by his next of kin. (New
York ‘Times; 22 September 1968)

* * * * *

Senator Hem-y M. Jacksm (D-Wash.) km again expressed
h?.s concern that u.S. militartf .ommunicatims, radar, .ti
missile sgstwns, could be blacked out by electromagnetic
pulses (EMP) fvom nuclear explosions. In a Senate speech,
Jackson suggested that the EMP problem might be more
serious now than it was at the time of the Senate ratifica-
tion of the 1963 partial nuclear test ban treaty. Jackson,
chsaiman of the Military Appropriations Subcommittee of
the Joint Congressional Committee on Atomic EnerH
(JCAE) is usually considered the Committee’s atomic weapons
expert. In reply to Jtickson a Pentagon spokesman said that
the EMP effect was a recognized problem but that it was
not insoluble and that much of the underground testing
in the last five years has been aimed at meeting it. (Nau
York Times; 25 September 1968)

* * * * *
The U.S. should have a volcano watch, aaoording to tlw

“D”x%23r of the Geological Survey. Sumeys of a long-dormant
Costa Rican volcano that erupted and killed more than 100
persons in Jdy led Dr. William T. Pecora to suggest that
a similar disaster could occur in the United States. He urged
the setting up of a volcano watch in the Cascade range that
could pick np tell-tale signs preceding eruption so that
neaxby r$sidents could have advance warning. Among vol-
canos in the U.S. with “eruption potential,” Pecom. listed
Mt. Rainier and Mt. St. Helens in Washington and Mt. Lassen
and Mt. Shasta in California. He noted that studies of vol-
canos in Hawaii have led to means of catching the “signa-
ture” of a volcanic hazard before it occurs, but that time
and study were necessary fm- reliable warning. (Richard D.
Lyons in the New York Times; 25 September 1968)

* * * * *
When a doctor pres&be8 a drug, he probably has lammed

what he knows about <t fnmt the mcmufactuwvas sal~s pitch
rat her than f?twn any objmtive wume. So testified the head
of a government study group, Dr. Philip R. Lee, assistant
secretary of HEW, before a Senate Committee. Lee noted
that, “Most of the drug information received by prmticing
physicians comes from the advertising and pmmotioml
activities of drug companies, from priuted and graphic adv-
ertisements, and from drug salesmen.,> According to L-m
the drug indwstry is spending an estimated total of $6WI

million a year on advertising and promotion, compared with
$500 million for research. (New York Times; 26 September
1968)

* * * * *

Concern, expressed by various scientists, over military re-
search at the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (see Previons
NEWSLETTERS ) should be diminished by the sale of the
Laboratory. EDP Technology, Inc., with headqua~ers in
Washington, is buying the Izboratory, which has been a
wholly owned subsidiary of Cornell University since 1956,
for $25 million. Transfer of ownership of the applied re-
search center should be completed by the end of the year.
(New York Time.; 26 September 1968)

* * * * *

In two separate state?nents the Senate Preparedness Sub-
ommnittee suggeststhe u.S. ?nag be failing behind the
Soviets in some essential defense aspeots. On Septembex
28th the Subcommittee reported its conclusion that U.S.
strategic nuclear f orees were adequate to deter a Soviet
attack under “reasonably foreseeable circumstances,” but,
looking ahead, the Subcommittee found “little gronnd for
complacency about the U,S..Soviet nuclear power balance.

On October 5th the Subcommittee criticizd tbe Defense
Department’s aircraft development policy and said that the
U.S. might lose its tactical air superiority to the Soviets.
The Swbcommitke report noted that the only new fighter
aircraft the U.S. has developed and prcduced since 1955 is
the F-4 Phantom. M asserted that in this same period the
Soviets have turned out “an impressive array” of eighteen
new fighter planes. (New Yc-rk Timw; 29 September 1968,
6 October 1968)

* * * * *
Despite British withdrawal from the project (we previous

NEWSLETTERS), several European nations am still pla%
?@ to go ahead with .%-nstructicwt of the world’s most
powerful accelerator. But the project is expected to take nine
or ten years and by then the machine may be, in terms of
design, obsolete-which may also be true for tbe 200 GEV
U;S. machine to be built at Weston, Illinois. Plans for the
European machine, to be built at Geneva by the European
Center for Nuclear Research (CERN), are still in a forma-
tive stage. The CERN accelerator may reach 300 GEV and
also utilize collisions between protons accelerated in op.
posite dirtwtions in adjacent “storage rings”. Because CERN
is on the French [border a large tract of band has been ob-
tained from France to accommodate the storage rings.

The present CERN accelerator operates at 28 GEV. It is
surpassed by the Brookhaven (31 GEV) and Serbukhov,
U.S.S.R. (73 GEV) machines. (Waker Sulli~an in the New
York Times; 6 06tober 1968)

* * * * *
An intertuzticmal institute of soienwe and teohnologg wv

ope% its doom in Europe WX t September. The institute’s
sponsors are leading industrialists, economists, and scientists
from both sides of the Atlantic. France, Italy and the
Netherlands ba,ve offered homes for the institute and it is
nndemtcmd that West Germany has allocated $unds for it.
in its 1969 budget. With financial support from both govern.
ment and industry, the institute wodd seek to provide
Em-ape with the talent needed to compete with American
industrial technology. It would aim to expedite the tech-
nological application of new discoveries in science—a process,
in which the American lead has helped to create the so-calkf
technology gap.

The plan is one of several for international cooperation
in technological education and research. Some of them are
far broader in secxpe-b”t much further from ~ea]ization,
Previous plans for international research institutes have
envisioned work on such problems as transpoti, enti,on.
mentalpollution, and information processing. Soviet leaders
have expressed interest in such institutions but with the
usual proviso that they could not go ahead until the Vietnam
War ended.

At the Pugwash conference in Nice, France, in September,

(Continued on page 8)
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Victor F. Weisskopf, MIT physies professor (and FAS mem-
ber), suggested a European institute that would locate in
Geneva both the nuclez.r research organization (CERN ) and
the Eurozean Molecular Biology Organization. (Walter Sul-
livan in the iVew York Times; 6 October 1968)

* * * * *

Populaticwz gvototh may be art imentive for p~ogmss and
a stimulus to economic development, according to EO?W stvr
dents of population questions who ohallexge the prevailing
concern with ove~opulatio’n. According to an article in
Chemical and Engine@ring News, “It is difficult to find a
point of view about the so-called population crisis that has
not been expressed by one expert only to be refuted by
another.” The article discusses population growth in relation
to food supply, fertility control, technical innovation, eco-
nomic development, and other factors. (News release, Amem”.
can Chemical Societu; 7 October 1968)

* * * * *

The worlds population reached 3.4 billion during mid-1967.
This-statistic is cofita.ined in the Demographic YemB@k3
an annual compilation of vital statistics by the United
Nations. The. Year Book estimated that the present world
population will double by the year 2006. (New York Times;
18 October 1969)

* * * * *

President Johnson is preparang for the nezt administration
k comprehcmsbw studu of alternative world strategies, in-
cluding thO cost of fo?%ign bases and other politicalknilitarv
arrangements. Reportedly conceived more than a year ago
and carried on in an off-limits section of the Pentagon, the
study will delineate a range of courses including, for in-
stance, the gold-flow implications of each choke. The 35-man
study group includes militaw officers and civilians from
the Departments of State and Defense and the CIA. Among
the questions reportedly included in the study are the
tradeoffs between larm transuort aircraft for troou denkm.-
rne”t yersus the main-tenants “of overseas bases. (New ‘Yo~k
Times; 24 October 1966)

The nuclmr-pouwed airplane+ $1 billion failure. in the
1950’s-cw possible j&Ivet. The new optimism about nuclear
aircraft stems chiefly from the success of Lockheed Air.
craft’s huge C-5A, the first airplane large enough to carry
the weight of a nuclear reactor. But even though the weight
problem pm’ se may be manageable, there is no doubt that an
actual nuclear-powered .pkuw is at least a decade and
several billion dollars in the future. It is not yet clear
whether the single advantage of a nuclear plane—unlimited
rang~wwuld be worth the cost. With respect @ cost. Wd
other advantages of operation, tiie sitiiitidri is much less

clear than in the case of nuclear-powered submarines and
surface ships. (The Natio?ud Obserww; 28 October 1968)

* * * * * +
Because of viole?tce <n Chic@go at the tiww of the Demo-

cratic National Convention%, the American Psgwhological As-
sociation hax moved its 1969 convention from Chicago h
Washington, D.C. George A. Miller, President of the Asswia-
$ion, said, “Plans for the Chicago convention were cancelled
only after a large majority of the Association’s membership,
influenced by the accounts of violence in Chicago during
the recent Democratic National Convention, clearly indi-
cated that they would not attend a 1969 convention held
in Chicago.” The APA statement added that, “. holding
the meeting in Chicago would have been repngm.nt to a
substantial segment of the membership and the meeting it-
self wodd have been impaired with respect to its scientific
and professional purposes . .“. The 1969 meeting shodd
bring about 12,000 APA members to Washington. (News
Release, American Psychological Association; October, 1968)

* * * * *
A jivo-year study of desert animals on the Nevada nuclear

test site shows constant e%posu?’$ to low.-Zevgl r~lalion. Cuts
“%eiti ‘Zife-span by )iluG]““”id” f evtility-” bv a thwd. Norman
French, a UCLA ecologist heading the animal studies for
the AEC said these conclmiom were based on ca,refd studies
of two species of mice. The study results are among the
first for radiation of a type that smvivors of nulear war
would experience. Most previom radiation studies have been
concerned with the effect on individual animals of high-level
but short-duration doses. The current experiments with whole
populations subjected to lmv.level, long-duration doses in-
volved an average daily dose level of about one roentgen.
(Wo.sh~ngton Post; 2 Novemby 1968)

* * *
The natural gas dislodged by the Demm,bw 1967 uncle%

g~ound xuclacw ozplosion in New Mezim-P?oject Gas bugg~ _
(see previous NEWSLETTERS)-ig contaminated with so
much m,dioacti%e tritiwn that it is xot cwnmeroially salazb le.
Although Ga,sbuggy was “highly encouraging,, in prodming
recoverable gas “in quantity,>, the presence of the long-
Iasting tritium prevents the use of the gas without ex-
pensive treatment. The gas currently reaching the well
head contains about 12 microeuries per cubic foot. One AEC
spokesman suggested that gas with less contamination
might be released if speeisdly made, cleaner—but mom ex-
pensiv+nuclear explosives were used.

The need for unusually clean explosives, apparently demon-
strated by Gasbnggy, could increase the cost of some other
contemplated uses of nuclear explosives for peacefnl appli-
cations. These possible uses include shaking oil 100S. fmrn
‘!tigh~’, underground deposits, digging .axems for under.
ground gas storage, and excavations for mining, harbors,
and canals. (Washington Post; 15 November 1968)
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